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Introduction 
Welcome to Introducing Textile Practice.  

In this course unit you will be encouraged to develop your practical skills 

through a playful and exploratory approach to textiles. The following projects 

invite you to engage a sense of curiosity about textile materials and techniques. 

Alongside this you will be introduced to the more theory based skills of 

investigating contextual research, thinking critically about your practice and 

using reflective writing to evidence your learning. As you work your way through 

this course unit we ask you to have a notebook (paper or digital) at your side to 

record key information, start the reflective thinking process and begin to make 

sense of the Learning Outcomes required for Introducing Textile Practice.  

Course Aims 

The course unit was written by experienced academics and creative practitioners 

in collaboration with OCA and aims to: 

A1. Enable the development of skills and understanding required to create 

simple visual research. 

A2. Encourage curiosity, experimentation and a playful approach to drawing and 

sampling. 

A3. Introduce the value and relevance of contextual research. 

A4. Support the early development of academic thinking skills.  

Learning Outcomes 

The learning outcomes for the course unit are: 

LO1. Identify what is meant by arts-based research and ways to create it. 

LO2. Apply a playful approach to textile techniques. 

LO3. Find contextual research and begin to make use of it. 

LO4. Recognise the value of reflective thinking and start to use it in a learning 

log. 
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Course Breakdown 

The course unit is divided into ten projects, each with a series of lessons, 

exercises and research tasks. Each has either an introductory video or podcast 

where the course developers outline the details of each of the following projects: 

Project 1: Starting this course unit sets the groundwork for the rest of the 

course unit by asking you to visit the online library, acquaint yourself with Health 

and Safety information and introducing you to the critical thinking skills required 

for degree level study.  You will also meet other students who are studying the 

same course unit as you via the Introducing Textile Practice padlet page.  

Project 2: Mark making and sketching takes you through a series of lessons 

that encourage a loose playful approach to drawing. Through this you will begin 

to understand the meaning and value of thinking academically about the things 

you create.  

Building on the work done in project 2, Project 3: Observing and Capturing 

asks you to use drawing to closely observe a selection of materials that make up 

your personal archive. The exercises are designed to develop your observational 

skills and produce a body of work to take into the rest of the course unit.  

Using the drawings from projects 2 and 3, Project 4: Surface and Stitch takes 

you through a series of exercises that invite you to playfully interpret your marks 

and drawings with hand stitch and paper. This will result in an expressive and 

loose body of samples.  

Project 5: Developing your samples, guides you through the process of 

expanding and evolving your initial samples to create a range of textures and 

surfaces. Within this project you will also learn about textile substrates and the 

basic principles of textile properties.  

The three lessons in Project 6: Exploring colour examine colour theory and 

examples of how colour is used in a range of textile practices. This will prepare 

you for the forthcoming projects where colour becomes a greater consideration 

within your sample making.  

Project 7: Colour studies sketchbook assists you in building and consolidating 

the colour theory knowledge of project 6 by using collage and paint to explore 
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and experiment with colour. The aim here is to be observant but also to enjoy 

the sensual experience of colour.  

You take a short break from practical work in Project 8: Sourcing ideas. 

Through a mixture of viewing and reading you will consider where ideas come 

from and how to create situations where they can thrive within a textiles 

practice.  

In Project 9: Introducing colour to your samples, you will bring together all 

your learning to date. This will start with a process of reviewing and thinking 

reflectively about the work you have made during Introducing Textile Practice. 

From here by drawing on the knowledge and understanding you have developed 

you will then create a fresh and final body of textile samples.  

To complete this course unit Project 10: Looking back and moving forward 

helps you to prepare for assessment and make the most of assessment as a 

learning experience. 

Course Resources 

Here’s a general list of what you may need for this specific course unit:  

● Notebook 

● A3 White cartridge paper 

● A3 black cartridge paper  

● Masking tape 

● Black indian ink  

● Black paint 

● White paint 

● Paint brushes; a selection from fine to decorator brushes 

● Graphite pencils from 2H to 4B 

● Sticks of charcoal 

● Black and white wax crayons 

● Black permanent marker  

● Black fine liner 

● Masking fluid 

Think about any other materials, tools, or other resources you might need. 

You will find the reading list for this unit in the Resources section. 

https://learn.oca.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=295#section-11
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Feedback and Assessment 

You will be supported through the course unit by receiving formative feedback 

from a tutor, to help you develop your work. At the end of your course unit, if 

you are working towards a qualification, you will be able to submit for 

summative (formal) assessment. 

For assessment you’ll need to submit a cross-section of the work you’ve done on 

this course unit, as outlined in your assessment guidelines.  

You can access both Assessment Guidelines and Assessment Criteria via the 

Assessment Guidance section available on OCA Learn. 

If you’ve any questions regarding assessment, please speak with your tutor. 

Getting Started 

If you are new to OCA and to distance learning, the following sub-course will 

help you get started. It will introduce you to OCA study, what it means to be an 

OCA student, and provides guidance and signposting of essential and useful 

resources, contacts and details on joining in with the OCA Community. If you 

have already studied another unit or Foundation course with OCA, you may 

want to use this as a refresher, or to help guide you around OCA Learn.  

Getting Started: An Introduction to OCA Study 

Another important area for you as a student will be your degree department 

space (available under ‘My Courses’). Here you will find links to your course 

materials and additional resources which are designed to support your learning. 

You can connect with your fellow students, and can also use this area to access 

online group sessions, ask questions to the tutor team and send messages to 

your tutors and peers. 

  

https://learn.oca.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=201
https://learn.oca.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=68https://learn.oca.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=68
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Starting your course unit 

You should now be ready to start your course unit. Don’t worry if you are still 

getting to grips with using your blog, adjusting to this form of learning, or don’t 

have all the resources you need. There’s plenty of time to develop these as you 

progress. Remember that if you get stuck along the way there’s support 

available from OCA and encouragement from your fellow students.  

Enjoy the rest of your studies! 
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Project 2: Mark Making and 
Sketching 
Observation is fundamental to art and design and is the essential starting point 

of the creative process. Gathering, observing and recording objects, surfaces, 

materials and their unique qualities will form the basis for this part of the 

course. The work you do will help you understand the meaning, value and ways 

to create arts-based research. Arts-based research, also known as visual 

research, is the use of artistic mediums to produce and represent knowledge. In 

this part of the course unit you will be using mark making and sketching to 

create this arts-based research, demonstrating knowledge of the techniques and 

an early understanding of how they fit into the wider creative process.  

As well as the resources mentioned in the Introduction, here is a list of items to 

use as unconventional mark making and drawing tools: 

● Old toothbrush 

● Sponge 

● Cotton wool 

● Pieces of rag 

● Earbuds 

● Washing up brush 

● Hair brush 

● Ice scraper or squeegee 

● Old paint brushes 

● Sticks 

● Feathers 

● Leaves 

● Shells  

● Stones 

● String, rubber bands and tape for binding 

● Corrugated cardboard 

● Old bank or business cards 

A selection of between 8 and 10 household objects to study and draw. 
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1. The bathroom cabinet; toothbrush, toothpaste tube, shampoo bottle, 

hairbrush, shaving cream can, nail scissors, makeup brushes, soap, etc. 

2. The messy drawer; screwdriver, scissors, light bulbs, nails, batteries, torch, 

cables, keys, matchbox, paperclips, keys, etc.  

3. Kitchen drawer; forks, spoons, knives, tin opener, whisk, wooden spoon, 

tongs, cheese grater, citrus juicer, scissors, etc.   

The main Learning Outcomes you will be working towards in this project are; 

● LO1: Identify what is meant by arts-based research and ways to create it. 

● LO2: Apply a playful approach to textile techniques. 

● LO4: Recognise the value of reflective thinking and start to use it in a 

learning log. 

Start by listening to tutor Jenny Udale’s following Project 2 Introduction video.  

  

https://oca.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=23ad13c4-84f9-47c4-a16f-acbe01033c76
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Lesson 1: Mark Making  
These first lessons can be seen as a warm up, intended to help you loosen up 

and experiment with making marks using a variety of tools and mediums. You 

should do your best work in a free, relaxed and spontaneous manner. 

Aims 

● To start to feel comfortable handling a variety of art materials in a free 

and expressive manner.  

● To make marks in response to words, changing scale or speed.  

● To work with conventional and unconventional tools to make marks.  

Brief 

In these exercises you will not be looking at any objects to draw, but instead you 

will be working with tools and media in a free and instinctive way. You will start 

by responding to word prompts but your marks will also be influenced by how 

the media and tools move across the page. Play with making your marks large 

and small, hard and soft. Enjoy the process!  

Jennifer Myers, Mark making (n.d) OCA Image Library.   
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Exercise 1: Warm up  

Work on a table or floor and use A3 sheets (or join together smaller sheets to 

make A3 size). Take your pencil and start to make marks across the page; these 

can be lines, dots, squiggles, zigzags, dashes or any other mark that comes easily 

to you.  

Once this first sheet is full, on a new sheet of paper starting in one corner, make 

marks in response to one of the following words:  

● hard 

● soft 

● fast 

● slow 

● delicate 

● rough  

● agitated 

● smooth 

● flowing.  

As you move across the page choose another word to respond to until you 

have used all the words or filled the page with marks.  

Finally, on a fresh piece of A3 paper, work your way across the page again 

using the same words but with a different medium.  

Sarah Taylor [OCA Tutor], 

A variety of marks made 

across the page (n.d) 

Image courtesy of the 

artist. 
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Exercise 2: Marks with Unconventional Tools 

In this exercise you will be creating unusual tools to mark-make with. It will 

allow you to make different kinds of marks and work in a more experimental 

way.   

Gather together a variety of media that you could combine to create tools to 

make marks with and consider elements that can be used to bind the tool parts 

together. Tying or wrapping materials around one end of a pencil or old 

paintbrush will allow you to transfer the liquid media to the paper.  

Elements could come from nature, such as: sticks, feathers, leaves, shells, 

stones, bark, seed heads, raw wool, etc. 

Or they could be manufactured, i.e: toothbrush, sponge, cotton wool buds, 

pieces of rag, cotton wool, old paint brushes, rubber bands, string, tape, etc.  

Start to experiment with your new tools using a black media working on A3 

sheets, again filling the sheets with marks.  

Look back at the prompt words you used before and consider how the marks 

you are now making differ to the marks made with conventional tools. You 

might find them less controlled and predictable.  

Rebecca Fairley, Unconventional tools (2021) Image courtesy of the artist.  
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Exercise 3: Creating Negative Marks on the Page  

For this lesson you will now be exploring the qualities of light marks made on a 

dark background. 

On a white piece of paper use masking fluid and one of your tools and make 

marks across your page. Don’t use your good brushes as the masking fluid can 

be difficult to remove afterwards. Once the fluid is dry, apply a black ink wash 

over the whole page. You can experiment with more layers of ink to make the 

background darker. Rub off the masking fluid when the ink is dry to reveal 

the negative marks of the uninked paper.  

On a new piece of paper use a wax crayon to make your marks on your paper 

and apply an ink wash.  

Now try working directly onto a black background using a piece of black 

paper or a paper you have made black with ink or paint. Use white ink, white 

paint or crayon to make marks with your conventional or unconventional 

tools, filling the page with marks.  

Jennifer Myers [OCA student], Negative marks, white paint on black (n.d) OCA Image 

Library. 
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Lesson 2: Sketching  
In this lesson you will be observing objects and drawing them in a variety of 

ways. Each exercise will challenge your perception of drawing and allow you to 

work in a more experimental way. You will be drawing with your non-dominant 

hand, drawing with a continuous line and also drawing blind and from memory.  

Aims 

● To explore the effect of using different drawing techniques to capture the 

image of objects on paper. 

● Using experimentation to free yourself from any pre learned drawing 

misconceptions.  

Brief 

Start by taping the corners of your A3 sheet of paper to a flat surface; this 

helps to draw without the paper moving. You are looking to depict the object’s 

shape and key details. 

Look at the list below and select an objects’ category to work with, gathering 

together between 8 and 10 household objects to study and draw: 

1. The bathroom cabinet: toothbrush, toothpaste tube, shampoo bottle, 

hairbrush, shaving cream can, nail scissors, makeup brushes, soap, etc. 

2. The messy drawer: screwdriver, scissors, light bulbs, nails, batteries, 

torch, cables, keys, matchbox, paperclips, keys, etc.  

3. Kitchen drawer: forks, spoons, knives, tin opener, whisk, wooden spoon, 

tongs, cheese grater, citrus juicer, scissors, etc.   

Take one object and place it in front of you, spending a few minutes really 

observing it. Hold it and explore it with your hands, looking for surfaces and 

edges. Is it light or heavy, smooth or rough? Can you see or feel its component 

parts? For example, if it is a tube of toothpaste where is it smooth and where are 

the ridges? This observation before you start will help you to understand the 

object and allow you to make more considered marks.  
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Place the object in front of you against a plain background.  

Clare Harwood [OCA student], Drawing and mark making with ink (n.d) OCA Image 

Library. 
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Exercise 4: Drawing with your Dominant and Non-dominant 
Hand 

Sarah Taylor [OCA Tutor], Drawing with non dominant hand (n.d) OCA Image Library. 

● Using a soft pencil (2B - 4B) draw your object quickly using your 

dominant hand.  

Use a line or lines to depict the object's shape and key details. If you are brand 

new to observational drawing try not to be disappointed if the drawing doesn't 

seem perfect. Throughout your studies we are looking for loose drawings and 

the development of your skills. You may wish to refer back to the list of words in 

Exercise 1 to prompt different approaches. Some of these words may help to 

suggest the particular characteristics of the object or inspire you to draw in a 

fresh way. 

● Now using your other hand and using the same soft pencil draw the 

same object on a clean sheet of paper.  

It is likely that it will feel awkward and less controlled, so remember to focus 

your attention on the edges and details of the object.  

● Finally repeat these left and right hand drawings but this time with a 

conventional or unconventional tool of your choice.  
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Exercise 5: Continuous Line Drawing 

A continuous line drawing is where the drawing tool remains in contact with the 

paper the entire length of the drawing, utilising an unbroken drawn line. This 

method of drawing forces you to work in a fluid and expressive manner, 

observing and drawing simultaneously.  

Use a felt pen or a soft pencil held slightly higher than you do for writing, 

allowing you to move the tool more freely. Now choose a different object 

from your collection.  

Starting with the outermost edge of the object, start to draw without lifting 

your pen or pencil until you have completed the drawing. Try not to be too 

precious about being accurate and include as much detail as you can, then 

move onto another one of your objects. Plan to draw 2 or 3 of your objects 

on the page using the space it provides. Don’t worry if the drawings overlap, this 

can add interest to the imagery.  

Next repeat the exercise on a fresh piece of paper using a different 

medium.  

Yulia Slesareva [OCA student], Line drawing (n.d) OCA Image Library. 
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Exercise 6: Drawing Blind and from Memory 

Start by selecting a sharp hard pencil (HB or H2) or a fine line pen, a piece of 

A3 paper taped down and one of your objects.  

Look at your chosen object, then at the paper to decide where to place the tip of 

your pencil or pen. Consider the size and shape of your object and where it is 

best to start the drawing.  

● Look away from the paper and focus your gaze on the object, choosing 

a place to start. As your eyes move across the object, follow its shape and 

details with your pencil or pen on the paper. Do not be tempted to look 

at your drawing, instead focus on what you can see. Let your pencil or 

pen feel free to explore the paper and enjoy drawing without worrying 

about the lines you are making or if images overlap or go off the edges of 

the paper.  

Repeat this process on the same page with two other objects.  

● For the second part of this exercise, take one of the objects you have 

just used to do the blind line drawing, place it on a table and look at it 

closely for a full minute. Try to take in all its overall form, features and 

characteristics; for example, the direction of surfaces and types of 

textures. After a minute of looking, remove the object from sight and 

draw it from memory.  

Repeat this process on the same page with two other objects. 

Sarah Taylor [OCA Tutor], Drawing 

blind and from memory (n.d) OCA 

Image Library. 
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Lesson 3: Understanding Aggregate 
Line 
Aims 

● To understand that objects are formed from different visual parts and 

these can  be used to help the process of drawing a whole object. 

● To develop some skill in contour drawing and constructed lines to capture 

the likeness of an object.  

Brief 

In this lesson we would like you to watch a video that explains the principle of 

the concept of aggregate line, then in an exercise put the idea into practice 

through your own observations and drawings. 

Exercise 7: Understanding Aggregate Line 

Watch the following video: Line and Shape: Line and Aggregate Shape (2015). 

The video explores the way we can construct a drawing by splitting up an object 

into shapes. By looking at the various shapes within an object we can consider 

its three dimensional qualities.  

While you are watching the film, add some notes to your notebook. You might 

find these help when you put into practice what you have learned in the 

following exercise.  

  

https://ucreative.kanopy.com/video/line-and-shape-line-and-aggregate-shape
https://ucreative.kanopy.com/video/line-and-shape-line-and-aggregate-shape
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Exercise 8: Drawing with Aggregate Line 

Start by sitting at a table with one of your objects in front of you. Look 

closely at the shape of the object as a whole, then consider what shapes 

can be seen within the object.  

For example, when looking at a bottle you can see the main body as a rectangle 

with a semi circle on the top edge and the neck as a smaller rectangle. It may 

help you to look at any construction lines within the object, in particular 

horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines.  

● On a piece of A3 paper start to draw, mapping out the internal shapes 

and construction lines, then erase any unwanted lines when you are 

more or less happy with the overall shape.  

Repeat on the same page by either drawing the same object from different 

angles or two different objects from your collection.  

Yulia Slesareva [OCA student], Line drawing (n.d) OCA Image Library. 
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Lesson 4: Thinking Reflectively about 
your Work  
Reflective thinking is where you look back at what you have done and consider 

what has happened. Reflective thinking also involves looking forward, 

considering what could happen next in response to what has already happened.  

Watch the short video Reflective Writing (2014) making some notes about the 

contents.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoI67VeE3ds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoI67VeE3ds
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Assignment Two: Record, 
reflect and share 
To complete this part of the course you are asked to use what you understand 

about reflective thinking from the video above and the critical thinking study 

skills guides in Project 1 to create a learning log entry that sums up what 

you’ve learned so far, including some of the work you produced in this project.  

Remember when you come to assessment you will be judged against the 

Assessment Criteria, which you’ll find in the Assessment Guidance, and the 

Learning Outcomes from the Introduction of the unit. 

We suggest you lay your work out on the floor or table, or pin to the wall so you 

can see everything. Step back and have a good look, with your ongoing notes to 

hand.  

Use the questions below to prompt you to investigate and understand your 

drawings with some depth.  

● Were there any surprises when using any of the media?  

● Did the way you held your tools affect your mark-making? 

● How did the experience of drawing feel? 

● Do you have any favourite activities or tools?  

● Can you see a variety of marks in your drawings?  

● How was the experience of erasing positive areas to create negative 

marks?  

● How did this compare to using white ink?                                                                             

● How did you feel drawing from memory and drawing blind?                                                      

● Did you find using a continuous line forced you to be more confident in 

your marks? 

Your learning log entry can be written with supporting images, a video 

presentation, Google slides presentation or audio podcast.  

https://learn.oca.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=201
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Aim to write 500 words or around 5 minutes video/audio or 20 Google 

slides.  

To complete this part of the course we would like you to share some of your 

work and your thoughts about what you learnt during Project 2 with your 

peers.  

To do this select 3 or 4 photos of your work that you are proudest of or taught 

you something enlightening. Add these to the Introducing Textile Practice Padlet 

along with your thoughts. This might be something to do with how well 

something went, a technique or medium that surprised you, or a happy accident 

you’d like to share.  

Whilst you are on the Padlet take a look at what other students have shared 

and said about their work. Choose one or two to comment on, this could be 

something about a shared experience, the way things turned out differently for 

you or the way a tool or medium was used in an unexpected way. The aim here 

is to support each other and learn from each other's experiences. 

Now let your tutor know you have completed Project 2 by clicking the Add 

Submission button and leaving them a message in the text box.  

Once you have done this you can move onto Project 3 and your tutor will let you 

know when they have viewed your Learning Log and left comments on your 

padlet posts. 
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